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Need help to cut your overhead costs? 
Research shows that directors lack time and skills when managing corporate purchasing. Learn
how a free IoD service can assist with the process and save members thousands of pounds

RESEARCH

being 58 per cent. Even micro-businesses
with relatively small spends have benefited.

The BSA recommends a strategy for
supplier selection and management with at
least twice-yearly reviews. But few of those
surveyed conducted regular purchasing
expenditure reviews. And 28 per cent had no
formal review and approval of suppliers.

One reason may be lack of time or resource,
often caused by having too many suppliers 
on the approved supplier list (40 per cent of
respondents had five or more suppliers per
core category of spend on average, and 43 per
cent had five or more per non-core overhead
spend). The BSA recommends supplier
consolidation to reduce administration and
leverage economies of scale. Joining a buying
group, such as IoD Procurement Services, is
one solution that is free and can help firms
save money on their overhead costs.

Despite this, 85 per cent of the survey
respondents are not part of a buying group,
while 23 per cent don’t understand what 
a buying group offers, and a third have not
even considered it. The reasons? A quarter of
those questioned said they didn’t think it
could save them money and 20 per cent felt
their small spend didn’t merit joining. But,
since launching IoD Procurement Services in
2011, the BSA has worked with all sizes of

business and typically
helped save members’
companies thousands of
pounds in overhead costs.

For further information:
To find out more and to make the most of this specially
negotiated membership benefit, why not trial IoD 
Procurement Services with no obligation? Join for FREE 
(a saving of £495) by calling 0845 555 3344 or visit
www.iod.com/procurement

The survey ranged from companies with under £1m turnover (12 per cent) to those exceeding £10m turnover (60 per cent). Approximately a third of
respondents had fewer than 50 staff and 15 per cent exceeded 500 staff. A third spent at least £500k per annum on overhead spend.

W hen it comes to the management of
corporate purchasing, directors lack
time and skills, according to a survey

of IoD members conducted by the Buying
Support Agency (BSA), providers of IoD
Procurement Services.

Of the directors questioned, 89 per cent
regarded procurement as very, or fairly,
important and 75 per cent said efficiency
improvements to buying could be made. But
respondents were prevented by “lack of time”
(two thirds) and “lack of skills” (28 per cent).
One third had no formal purchasing policy in
place, which can lead to a loss of spending
control and heightened risk of fraud.

However, members who signed up for free
to IoD Procurement Services, which helps
businesses cut costs and increase profit,
reduced company overheads by more than 20
per cent on average – with the highest saving


